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Administration 
 
On behalf of the MBA Administration and staff, we would like to extend our Best 
Wishes for a  Joyful and Healthy  Holiday Season and New Year.  Cherish the time 
you spend with your family and friends. 
   
MBA Generosity Prevails for Holiday Giving--Making a difference with children is 
something that MBA prides themselves in.  As a school, we really came together to 
support the The Network Against Domestic Abuse Holiday Gift Giving Program.  We 
should really be proud of our generosity to make the holidays special for a lot of children.  
I want to send out a heartfelt thanks this year’s contributors who sponsored a child: 

● Marika Kraus, Jessica Wolf, SHS/MBA Music Department students raised over 
$1,500 and sponsored 3 kids.  Collectively, they made a monetary donation, 
bought numerous individual gifts and purchased three gift certificates for bicycles 
at a bike shop 

● Christine Righter 
● Rob Kapner and his family 
● Kathy Brewer, Betsy Walsh, Clay Krevolin and the Central Office Staff 
● Bailey Russell’s local gymnastic team 
● Grade 6 Team 
● Grade 7 Team, Jean Mandrola and Diane Jennings 
● Grade 8 Team 
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“Real News About Drugs and Your Body” 

 

I continue to be extremely concerned about the health ramifications of middle school 
students practicing vaping and their use of E-Cigarettes.  For many of us, we have very 
limited knowledge of what is happening and the effects on children.   I found the 
following article “Real News About Drugs and Your Body” and thought that you would 
find the contents informative and something that you would take time to discuss with 
your child.  The article is from Scholastic and the scientists of the National Institute on 

Drug Abuse, National Institute of Health and the U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services.  I found this article extremely informative and timely.   Please let me know if 
you have any questions.  
 
Thank you,  
 
Clay Krevolin, Principal 
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Click here to view on-line article 
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ShopRite Act of Kindness Award  
 
For the month of November, the owners of ShopRite and Mr. Krevolin presented the              
ShopRite Kindness Award to Amber Emrick, who was nominated by the 7th Grade             
Team.  Congratulations Amber!  
 
Seventh Grade: Swinging to Success  
 
On October 23rd and 24th, the 7th grade had a resoundingly successful field trip to the                
Adventure Park in Storrs. This field trip was taken with our advisory groups, so that               
each teacher got to know their advisory students better, and the group worked together              
and got to know each other. After a tutorial of how to use the equipment, students spent                 
time challenging themselves to complete different courses throughout the park. As           
teachers, we witnessed students encouraging each other, problem solving, facing fears,           
stepping outside of comfort zones, and interacting with peers with whom they don’t             
normally interact. This experience helped unite students, staff, and teachers as a team             
and created camaraderie throughout the grade. In the days and weeks following, we             
have seen an increase in positive and appropriate risk taking within the classroom,             
improved behavior at lunch, and a rise in self-confidence and self-reliance amongst all             
students. The experience of “challenge by choice” and in the moment problem-solving            
truly benefited our students and we look forward to sharing this experience with future              
classes.  When asked for feedback, students had overwhelmingly positive things to say: 
 

❖ The field trip required teamwork and motivation. 

❖ We worked together to solve problems and push ourselves to limits we never 

thought we could reach. 

❖ The field trip made me want to go to school. 

❖ We helped each other. This made me a better person because I like the feeling 

of helping someone and I will do it more often now. 

❖ When a student felt like giving up others gave some encouragement and helped 

them accomplish the course. 

❖ The field trip showed me there are so many other ways to solve problems. 

❖ The ropes course got me outside of my comfort zone and provoked me to try 

something new.  School is not just sitting in a classroom all day and doing work, 

it’s about trying new things and accomplishing your goals.  

❖ This field trip taught us that we are better people than many think we are. 

❖ The field trip forced us to communicate in ways we don’t/can’t in a classroom. 

❖ It was just so nice to see students working together and overcoming challenges 

together on the ropes course. 
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❖ The ropes course allowed us to make friends and overcome new challenges. 

❖ I pushed myself to do something I never did before. 

❖ We all learned something new about ourselves. 

❖ The ropes course taught us skills we will use throughout our life. 

❖ Was easily the best field trip I’ve ever had. 

 
Social Studies  
 
Grade 6 - Mr. Gieras 
 
For the last two weeks, the students have        
been studying ancient cave drawings.     
The focus has been on the Lascaux       
caves in France. First, the students      
examined 10 posters of the Ancient Cave       
Art in groups. They did this in class with         
the lights off and used flashlights to       
examine the posters in a cave like       
atmosphere. They also viewed a video      
that showed the inside of the famous       
caves. Currently, the students are creating their own drawings along with a written             
description about the meaning of their personal drawings and the history of cave             
paintings.  
 
Grade 7 - Ms. Reynolds 
 
The students have wrapped up the South Asia Unit by comparing and contrasting three              
civil rights activists from different regions and time periods: Mahatma Gandhi, Martin            
Luther King Jr. & Malala Yousafzai. The objective was to demonstrate how Gandhi's             
beliefs and values transcend generations and continue       
to impact the world. We ended the unit with the viewing           
of the powerful document, He Named Me Malala. We will          
be transitioning into our next region of study, South         
America, by mid-December. One of the topics within the         
unit is the Amazon rainforest. Students will focus on 6          
interest groups that either have an economic or cultural         
connection to the land to answer the essential question,         
“How should the resources of rainforests be used and         
preserved?”. The other topics of the unit include        
population growth and child labor. The last two regions         
of study for the year are East Africa and Central          
America. 
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Grade 8 Boston Field Trip 
 
The eighth-graders and their teachers     
participated in a field trip to Boston on        
Thursday, October 25, 2018. The trip      
was organized by the eighth-grade team      
of teachers to enhance the curriculum      
and for the enjoyment of the students.       
Our first stop was at the Boston Tea        
Party Museum where we attended a      
re-enactment of a town meeting that      
took place the night before the Boston       
Tea Party. Students were encouraged     
to participate during this meeting with      
shouts of Fie! and Huzzah! In addition,       
the students were given the opportunity to throw tea into the harbor off a ship at this                 
interactive museum. Next on the agenda was a duck boat tour of Boston. Riding through               
the city, enthusiastic tour guides provided a historical perspective about the city and events              
leading up to and after the American Revolution. Finally, we arrived at the Museum of               
Science for an IMAX movie entitled Dream Big: Engineering the World. As a culminating              
activity students are reading Johnny Tremain in Language Arts classes and are making             
connections to many of the sites we saw and were exposed to during this wonderful trip.  

Grade 8 History - Mr. Szafir 

The eighth grade social studies curriculum is focused on         
the study of United States history, beginning with        
American Revolution and ending with Reconstruction after       
the Civil War.  
 
Students have learned about the causes of the revolution,         
American Revolution, and the forming of our government.  
 
Students took part in classroom debate of Patriots v.         
Loyalists, learned changing gender roles, 18th century       
society and different note taking skills.  
 
The eighth grade travelled to Boston during the end of October to experience first hand               
what they learned. The field trip included an IMAX movie at the science museum, tour of                
Boston on the Duck Boats, and a visit to the Boston Tea Party Museum.  
 
Students are currently learning about the formation of the Constitution of the United             
States. They have explored not only the process of establishing it, but also how the               
Constitution impacts a citizen’s everyday life.  
 
Each class had a guest panel including the Superintendent, Director of Curriculum,            
Administrators, and school Resource Officer. They had the opportunity to ask questions            
about student rights and rights they have that are protected under the Constitution.  
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Classes are currently researching different landmark Supreme Court Cases and creating           
posters to present in class.  
 
 
History trivia:  
 

● How many people died at the Boston Massacre?  
● What article of the Constitution outlines the powers of the President?  
● How many amendments are in the Bill of Rights?  
● How many Justices serve on the Supreme Court?  

 
 
 
 
DATES TO REMEMBER 
 

 
Tues., 12/11 7 PM MBA Winter Concert  
Fri., 12/24-1/1/2019 Holiday Recess - No School 
Mon., 1/21 ML King, Jr. Day  - No School 
Fri., 1/25 End of Quarter 2 
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